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a special group of properties are defined to provide consistency in the way that audio
and video properties are managed. the properties in this group share some of the
same fields as the "audio" and "video" properties, but they also share some fields

with the "analyzer" and "encoder" properties. as a result, the values of these
properties will always be appropriate, even if the original audio or video file does not
contain the same information. the dmo files are designed to be user-friendly and to
facilitate interoperability. in order to keep the files small, metadata exchange does

not try to include every possible property in the file. it attempts to include only those
properties that are likely to be used. for example, metadata exchange does not

include "text" property values in the file, but it does include the duration of the audio
or video. this duration information can be used by an encoder in the creation of an

srt file, for example. promedia capture can be used as a base for file-based recording
from any acquisition source, including 3g, satellite, terrestrial, broadband, ip camera,
and other sources. on any of these sources, promedia capture can be used to record
single- or multi-channel programs. the gui includes a set of features that include:  a

set of controls for input and output that is designed for an intuitive workflow.
stereoscopic and multi-camera recording. color-based metadata recording. a set of
tools to assist in managing files. promedia capture is a platform for efficient time-

based and event-based recording from virtually any acquisition source. with support
for a range of widely-available digital media formats, promedia capture can be used

for professional broadcast workflows, such as eng, ptz, and mobile eng, or for
general purpose recording.
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the new promedia carbon version 3.5.1 introduces support for hd-sdi and hd-sdtv
formats up to 4k, while increasing the file size limit to 100gb, double the previous
limit of 50gb. promedia carbon now supports the latest hd.2 format for pal 1080p

and 25fps. the software also introduces support for the new vod standard h.265 for
content delivery over the internet. promedia carbon also features improvements in

audio quality and audio sync. harmonic.com, a leading provider of video
infrastructure solutions, announced the release of the latest version of its

promedia(tm) carbon video transcoding software for file-based production and multi-
screen distribution. promedia carbon features a streamlined, simplified approach to
complex content acquisition processes by capturing files at the highest resolution

directly into the formats needed for production or for distribution to multiple screens.
promedia carbon provides enormous time-savings in workflows that require real-time

ingest from multiple sources such as video mastering, repurposing, archiving, and
video-on-demand (vod) workflows. promedia carbon is the only solution that enables
producers to ingest files from a variety of sources into a single format for file-based
production and multi-screen distribution. harmonic.com, a leading provider of video

infrastructure solutions, today announced the release of its promedia(tm) carbon
video transcoding software for file-based production and multi-screen distribution.
promedia carbon features a streamlined, simplified approach to complex content
acquisition processes by capturing files at the highest resolution directly into the
formats needed for production or for distribution to multiple screens. promedia

carbon provides enormous time-savings in workflows that require real-time ingest
from multiple sources such as video mastering, repurposing, archiving, and video-on-

demand (vod) workflows. promedia carbon is the only solution that enables
producers to ingest files from a variety of sources into a single format for file-based

production and multi-screen distribution. 5ec8ef588b
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